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What is #ADDAZERO?
Potted history
When I was first medically discharged, having served over 12 years in the British Armed Forces, I found it particularly
difficult to gain employment. Despite having an Higher National Diploma, and 2 Bachelors Degree’s along with 12 years
military experience as an Advanced Medical Trauma Technician, a rank relative to middle management, a great leaving
commendation and an unblemished service record.
You see, there was a problem. Other than having been physically injured and spent some time recovering from this prior
to leaving the service, I had also been diagnosed with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) which had subsequently seen
me hospitalized for significantly longer than my physical injuries! And by acknowledging this at the 153 interviews I
attended, I quickly went from a ‘good catch’ to a ‘long term sickness absence risk’.
Over the next 13 years, (at the time of writing this), I’ve either bought, acquired or set up from scratch 4 of my own
businesses, won 2 Global Entrepreneur ‘Big Impact to Business’ Awards and been listed on the Smith & Williamson ‘Clear
Business Thinking’ Power 100 for my achievements in helping others to significantly and sustainably grow both them and
their businesses. By 2015, I had become quite a prolific reader of business books, magazines, and blogs. And whilst
there is an abundance of information on businesses that do exceptionally well, I began to research businesses that went
bust! I wanted to know and understand what caused well known household names that have been around for a generation,
to suddenly go broke! So I set about researching over 150 companies that had been something, but were no more!
The results were shocking…
Whilst all the businesses had for some time worked and grown into the brands we had become to know, recognize and
love. There was a deep-seated secret that was lurking within them all. You see, for a business to both significantly and
sustainably grow, it has to have, know and manage all 8 segments of business, and understand the impact change has on
each element of that business. Yet for these businesses, whilst (in most cases) all 8 segments were in place, there was
no correlation between them, they appeared to work (or not) independently of its other parts, and as a result when one
worked particularly well, it was often to the detriment of other elements of the business.
This lack of balance was ultimately responsible for the killing of the business, yet when it was first noticed there was a
problem, in businesses that failed, the management tried harder to fix it, by doing more of the very thing that was killing
it, and as a result this ever-decreasing circle descended over every aspect of the business, determining its early grave!
What I found led me to begin forming a solution, that any and every business owner can learn and implement to prevent
them from making the same catastrophic mistakes. This has subsequently become, the #ADDAZERO Business Challenge.
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The 8 Elements
You might consider HR, Payroll, Sales, Marketing etc to be primary elements within business, and I’m not disputing all
of these are important. However, for the sake of this exercise, I have named them as follows:
1. Vision, Value, Culture, Purpose
2. Strategy & Structure
3. Mindset & Motivation
4. Marketing Management
5. Money & Margins
6. Sales & Negotiation
7. Service & Delivery
8. The Team
Vision, Value, Culture, Purpose
Businesses that fail to have clarity on what their objectives are, who they are, what they stand for and why they are,
will undoubtedly always find growth and sustainability difficult to maintain.
Strategy & Structure
Simply doing the doing, isn’t a long-term growth strategy, yet so many business owners spend all their time IN the
business, they have such little time left to work ON the business. Only once you have a clear strategy (based on your
VVCP) can you determine the right structure to achieve this.
Mindset & Motivation
Being a business owner SHOULD be about ensuring your business provides you with the means to enjoy life the way you
want to live it. However, without a clear understanding of what you want from the business often prevents the
business from achieving that for you. Resulting in diminished motivation and a heightened risk of failure!
Marketing Management
The MANAGEMENT of your marketing is key to gaining the right clients at the right level of investment and the right
terms to enable you to achieve your long-term goals. Yet so many business owners struggle to market themselves well,
resulting in many suggesting marketing doesn’t work, and the simple answer is “It does, WHEN it’s managed well”
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Money & Margins
A business is not a real scalable growth business until you’ve a good handle on ALL your business numbers. There are
still too many business owners that don’t have a clear, eye’s on approach to all the critical business numbers, resulting
in poor decision making and costly mistakes.
Sales & Negotiation
It doesn’t matter whether your service or product based, the whole backbone of business is based on the transaction of
value, at that means money. Yet too many business owners are shy, ashamed, nervous about asking for the very thing
that you are in business to do, and even worse about negotiating any situation to become a WIN/WIN/WIN outcome.
The lack of confidence and ability to effectively sell and negotiate is significantly hindering the growth of most small
businesses.
Service & Delivery
Too many business owners believe that the transaction finishes once the till draw has closed! Yet by doing so, you are
simply making EVERY sale an un-necessarily difficult experience! As marketing is about creating exposure, (well before
the sale) the delivery of the product/service and the customer service / after sales service is where the real scale of
the business can be achieved.
The Team
Every member of staff has the ability to either be the businesses greatest asset, AND the businesses greatest cost, and
the only difference between the two is who they are and how they are managed. Getting TEAM right HAS to be one of
the biggest priorities for every SCALE business, as getting it wrong can bring down even the biggest of empires!

______________________________________
Whilst you may already believe you have these aspects taken care of. It is the intimate understanding of the impact
each one has on the other elements, that is key to successfully navigating your business to achieve transformational
results.
Our #ADDAZERO™ Business Challenge, has been specifically designed and thoroughly tested, to help every business
owner create and follow their own success strategy roadmap to achieve this within their business.
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Vision, Value, Culture, Purpose
What is your VISION for the business going forward?

What are the businesses VALUES?

What kind of CULTURE do you want within your business?

What is your WHY?
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Strategy & Structure
What is the current STRATEGY to achieve your VISION?

What is the STRUCTURE of the business? And how does this support the STRATEGY?
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Mindset & Motivation
What MINDSET do you currently have? And how does this impact the business?

What MOTIVATES you and your team? What is the MOTIVATION for doing what your doing?
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Marketing Management
What MARKETING activity do you currently do?

How do you MANAGE your marketing?
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Money & Margins
What MANAGEMENT tools do you have in place to monitor the MONEY in and out of the business?

Do you know all your MARGINS and how do you MANAGE these?
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Sales & Negotiation
What systems do you have in place to SELL?

How do you MANAGE your sales pipeline?

What NEGOTIATION strategies do you have in place to maximise opportunity?
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Service & Delivery
How do you measure and manage your Customer SERVICE?

How do you measure and manage the DELIVERY of your product/service to ensure you maintain competitive
advantage?
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Team
Who are the key TEAM members of your business?

How do you monitor and manage their efficiencies?

What systems / processes do you have in place to recognise and reward your TEAM?

How do you recruit and maintain key players?
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What next?...
This booklet is merely a snippet to get you to start thinking about the diverse and complex role of managing a SCALE
business. We have a whole series of systems, processes, people and experience in helping business owners to know
what, where, when and why to implement to transform businesses and business owners.
The #ADDAZERO Business Challenge is not an overnight success story, nor will applying for the challenge make you any
richer! This challenge requires you to work, and work hard to achieve the results you claim to want.
Over the course of the challenge we’ll get you to examine, understand, review, possible amend or most likely apply
new systems and processes within your business. For some this challenge has proven too much, and they have given up
along the way. For others who are continuing with the challenge, but in their own time, and this in turn is taking a
while for them to really see the benefits. For those who understand “if you want more than you already have, you
have to first be willing to do more than you currently do” but this isn’t about simply working harder, it’s about
ensuring all of your work is applied doing the right things in the right manner to achieve the maximum results. For
those who have applied this and stuck at it, you will see a transformation within both you and your business. You can
set new targets, more ambitious goals, you can remind yourself of what you first wanted to achieve in business, you do
have the ability to ADDAZERO.
To benefit from all My TrueNORTH has to offer, (if you haven’t already done so) why not book a COMPLIMENTARY
30min coaching call with one of our SCALE coaches.
Visit: www.mytruenorthuk.youcanbook.me and select a time that best suits you.

Are you ready to accept the #ADDAZERO Business Challenge?...
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